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Abstract

Recently, a concept of wireless sensor networks
has attracted much attention due to its wide-
range of potential applications. Wireless sen-
sor networks also pose a number of challeng-
ing optimization problems. One of the funda-
mental problems in sensor networks is the cov-
erage problem, which reflects the quality of ser-
vice that can be provided by a particular sensor
network. The coverage concept is defined from
several points of view due to a variety of sen-
sors and a wide-range of their applications. Sev-
eral different designs and formulations of cover-
age problems have been proposed. They are sub-
ject to various topics such as types of interest re-
gions (areas vs. targets) and different objectives
(maximum network lifetime, minimum coverage
breach) with other constraints. In this paper,
we survey the state-of-the-art coverage formula-
tions, present an overview and analysis of the
solutions proposed in recent research literature.

Keywords: wireless sensor networks, energy ef-
ficiency, sensor scheduling, coverage.

1 Introduction

Recent advances in technology have made pos-
sible the creation of wireless sensor networks.
Wireless sensor networks can be used in a wide-
range of potential applications such as national
security, surveillance, health care, biological de-

tection, environmental monitoring, and many
other applications [1, 2, 3]. A wireless sensor
network consists of a large number of tiny sensor
nodes to accomplish a large sensing task. Sen-
sor nodes are small devices equipped with one or
more sensors, one or more transceivers, process-
ing, storage resources and possible actuators [4].
Sensors in a network can cooperatively gather in-
formation from an interest region of observation
and transmit this collected information to a base
station. There are two types of data sent to the
base station: 1) event-drive and 2) on-demand.
In the former case, the data is sent to the base
station when one or more sensors detect an event
in the vicinity. In the latter case, the data is sent
from the sensors to the base station based on an
explicit request.

Energy efficiency is one of the most critical
issues in wireless sensor networks. With the
current available technology, sensors are battery
powered and have a limited weight. These char-
acteristics globally affect the application lifetime.
Thus prolonging network lifetime is an important
part of the system design in wireless sensor net-
works. One of the most prominent methods is
based on the scheduling sensor activity so that a
set of active sensors can handle a required task
while the rest of the redundant sensors can enter
into sleep mode. In [6], the authors pointed out
that the energy consumption in the sleep state
is about 15 times less than that in the active
state. In addition, the lifetime of a battery dis-
charging in short bursts with significant off-time
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is approximately twice as much as that in a con-
tinuous mode of operation [5]. These evidences
clearly show that the scheduling sensor activity
can efficiently extend network lifetime.

An important problem in wireless sensor net-
works is the coverage problem. The goal is to
have each location in the physical space of in-
terest within the sensing range of at least one
sensor. In wireless sensor networks, sensors are
densely deployed. The number of sensors de-
ployed is usually higher than optimum required
due to the lack of precise sensor placement, es-
pecially when the interest region is inaccessible.
Thus it is possible to turn some sensors off while
guaranteeing the complete coverage of the inter-
est region.

In this paper, we survey the state-of-the-art
coverage formulations, present an overview and
analysis of the solutions proposed in recent re-
search literature. One of the main objectives of
the coverage problem is to prolong network life-
time. Besides this objective, the coverage prob-
lem has many variants based on the other con-
straints of networks and objects to be covered.
Based on the objects to be covered, there are two
different types: 1) Area Coverage and 2) Target
Coverage. As the names reflect themselves, the
interest region to be covered in the former is an
area while in the latter is a set of targets. Here,
a target can be a point. Indeed, an area coverage
can be transformed to a target coverage, which
we discuss further in section 3. Many algorithms,
including centralized, distributed and localized,
have been proposed [13]-[20]. Most of these al-
gorithms focus on a mechanism to organize the
sensors into a number of subsets such that each
subset can completely cover an interest region in
order to extend network lifetime.

Other network constraints that the coverage
algorithms need to take into consideration are:
1) Connectivity, 2) Bandwidth Limitation, and
3) Fault Tolerance. We briefly introduce these
variants as follows.

Connectivity is another important problem.
The active nodes must form a connectivity so
that the sensed data can be sent to a base sta-

tion. Thus in this survey, we also focus on the
connected coverage problem. We will present a
simple yet important relationship between cover-
age and connectivity in wireless sensor networks
[11]. We then discuss and analyze a few impor-
tant work [11, 12] in this area.

Due to the resource limitation of sensor nodes,
another fact that we need to take into considera-
tion is the bandwidth limitation. When organiz-
ing sensors into a number of subsets, the number
of available channels must be enough for the ac-
tive sensors to communicate. Otherwise, some
sensors cannot send data back to base stations.
Thus the number of sensors in each subset must
be less than or equal to the number of available
channels. With this constraint, coverage breach
can occur, i.e., some targets are not covered. For
a good design, the coverage breach should be
minimize, which is a minimum breach coverage
problem. In this paper, we present a formal def-
inition of the minimum breach coverage problem
and discuss the recent papers [9, 10].

In addition, fault tolerance is an important is-
sue in wireless sensor networks. For the coverage
problem, one must ensure that the interest re-
gion is under monitored all time although some
sensor nodes may fail. For each point of the in-
terest region, there must be at least k sensors
cover it. This is a k-coverage problem, which is
also addressed in this paper. Similar to the cov-
erage problem, the connectivity of the k-coverage
problem also need to study, which is a connected
k-coverage problem. There are not many work
on the k-coverage problem in literature. We here
discuss some algorithms proposed recently and
expect to see more work in this specific area
[21, 22].

The rest of this paper is organized as fol-
lows. Section 2 presents the preliminaries and
the problem definitions about different variants
of the coverage problem. Section 3 discusses and
analyzes the recent proposed algorithms with an
objective of maximizing network lifetime. The k-
coverage and connected coverage and connected
k-coverage problems are presented in section
4 and 5 respectively. The minimum coverage
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breach problem is discussed in section 6. Finally,
section 7 concludes this paper with discussion
and outlooks.

2 Preliminaries and Problem
Definitions

In this paper, we consider a sensor network con-
sisting of n sensors si, i = 1...n. A sensor’s radio
can be in one of the four following states: trans-
mit, receive, idle, or sleep. The sleep state is
when the radio is off and the idle state is when
the transceiver is neither transmitting nor receiv-
ing. Each sensor si can be active continuously
for a maximum of bi unit time. n sensors are
deployed to monitor an interest region which is
either an area or a set of targets. Let ri and Ri

denote the sensing range and the communication
range of a sensor si respectively. Note that we
assume a sensing area of a node si being a disk
centered at sensor si with radius ri. Likewise for
the communication range. A sensor si covers a
target q if and only if target q is in the sensing
disk of si. Formally, let consider a target as a
point, we can define:

Definition 1 Sensor Covering a Point: A
sensor si is said to cover a point q if and only if
the distance d(q, si) ≤ ri

The distance function d can be the Euclidean
distance function. Likewise, the Sensor Covering
an Area can be defined as follows:

Definition 2 Sensor Covering an Area: A
sensor si is said to cover an area A if and only if
for every point q in A, the distance d(q, si) ≤ ri.

Two sensors can communicate directly with each
other if and only if each sensor is inside the com-
munication range of the other. Formally, we
have:

Definition 3 Direct Communication: Sen-
sor si and sj can communicate directly with each
other if and only if d(si, sj) ≤ rj and d(sj , si) ≤
ri

Definition 4 Communication Graph:
Given a sensor network consisting of n sensors,
the communication graph of the network is
an undirected graph GC = (V, EC) where V
is a set of sensors and EC is a set of edges
consisting edges between any two sensors that
can communicate directly with each other.

The communication subgraph induced by a set
of active sensor S is the subgraph of GC after
removing the inactive sensors (sensors are not in
S) and their associated edges. We are now ready
to introduce the four main problem definitions
that are covered in this paper.

Definition 5 Maximum Lifetime Cover-
age: Given a network consisting of n sensors
and an interest region, find a family of ordered
pairs (Sj , tj), j = 1...p, where Sj is a set of sen-
sors that completely cover the interest region and
tj is the time duration for Sj to be active, such
that to maximize t1 + ...+ tp. For each sensor si,
si appears in S1, ..., Sp with a total time at most
bi.
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Figure 1: An Example of Target Coverage

In this definition, the interest region can be ei-
ther an area or a set of targets. If the interest
region is an area, the maximum lifetime coverage
problem is an area coverage problem with an ob-
jective of maximizing network lifetime. Likewise,
if the interest region is a set of targets, the max-
imum lifetime coverage problem is a target cov-
erage problem with an objective of maximizing
network lifetime. Note that after finding a family
of ordered pairs (Sj , tj) as defined in definition
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5, each set Sj will be active successively to com-
pletely cover the interest region. For example,
Figure 1 shows a network consisting of four sen-
sor s1, s2, s3, s4 and 2 targets q1, q2. Assume that
b1 = ... = b4 = 1, we can find the family of or-
dered pairs {({s1}, 1), ({s2, s3}, 1), ({s4}, 1)}. So
at time instance 1, sensor s1 is active and the rest
of the other sensors are in the sleep mode. After
1 unit time, sensor s1 goes to sleep and sensors
s2, s3 are active to monitor targets q1, q2. These
two sensors are active for 1 unit time. Sensor s4

then stays up while both sensors s2 and s3 go
back to sleep. With this strategy, the network
lifetime is 3 instead of 1 if all sensors are active.

Definition 6 Connected Coverage Prob-
lem: Given a sensor network consisting of n
sensors and an interest region, find a family of
ordered pairs (Sj , tj) satisfying the following two
conditions:

1. Satisfy the conditions of the Maximum Life-
time Coverage problem

2. The communication graph induced by Sj is
connected

Definition 7 K-Coverage Problem: Given a
sensor network consisting of n sensors and an
interest region A, find a family of ordered pairs
(Sj , tj) satisfying the following two conditions:

1. Satisfy the conditions of the Maximum Life-
time Coverage

2. Each point q in A is covered by at least k
distinct sensors in each Sj

Definition 8 Connected K-Coverage Prob-
lem: Given a sensor network consisting of n
sensors and an interest region, find a family of
ordered pairs (Sj , tj) satisfying the following two
conditions:

1. Satisfy the conditions of the K-Coverage
problem

2. The communication graph induced by Sj is
connected

In case of limited bandwidth as mentioned in the
previous section, in a design of the coverage al-
gorithms, we must consider a number of avail-
able channels. Bandwidth is defined as either
the total number of time slots if a time division
scheme is used on a single shared channel, or the
total number of channels if multiple channels are
available. Under bandwidth constraints, if there
are W available channels, for example, and there
are more than W sensors in a subset Si, then
obviously some sensors cannot access the chan-
nels for data transmission. Hence, the size of
each subset Si must be less than or equal W .
With this constraint, coverage breach may occur,
i.e., some targets are not covered. Researchers
hence address this problem as a minimum cover-
age breach problem as follows.

Definition 9 Minimum Coverage Breach:
Given a sensor network consisting of n sensors
and an interest region, find a family of ordered
pairs (Sj , tj) such that the total coverage breach
is minimum.

Some work in literature may define all the above
problems slightly different depending on their
methods and designs. In this case, we address
the differences in detail when discussing each
specific work. Otherwise, these definitions are
used through out the paper without mention.
We end this section with the following theorem:

Theorem 1 The Maximum Lifetime Coverage,
the Connected Coverage problem, the k-Coverage
problem, the Connected k-Coverage problem, and
the Minimum Coverage Breach are NP-complete

3 Maximum Lifetime Coverage

In this section, we first present the relationship
between the area coverage and target coverage
problems, the present and analyze the recent
proposals for both problems. The algorithms are
divided into two categories: 1) Centralized and
2) Distributed and Localized.
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3.1 Area and Target Coverage Rela-
tionship

From the Sensor Covering a Point and Sen-
sor Covering an Area definitions, one can eas-
ily see that there must exist an relationship be-
tween the area coverage problem and the tar-
get coverage problem. Indeed, the area cover-
age problem can transform to the target coverage
problem [17, 13].

Definition 10 Field: A field is a set of all
points such that they are covered by the same set
of sensors.

Consider an example in Figure 2(a), the circles
are the sensing disks of sensors. The rectangle
is an interest region. According to the above
definition, there are 8 fields in Figure 2(a). Let
targets q1, ..., q8 represent these 8 fields, then the
area coverage problem can transform to the tar-
get coverage problem as shown in Figure 2(b).
The authors in [13] proposed an efficient way
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(b) Equivalent Target Coverage

Figure 2: Area and Target Coverage Relation-
ship

to compute all these fields without considering

all the points. In particular, let a planar graph
P = (V, E) represent an interest region where V
is a set of intersections of boundaries of sensing
disks and E is a set of edges such that an edge
uv ∈ E if and only if u and v are adjacent in-
tersection points along the boundaries of sensing
disks. Then the faces of the planar graph P dis-
cretize the interest region, rather than using a
set of grid points as proposed in [17].

3.2 Centralized Algorithms

Many centralized algorithms have been pro-
posed. Most of them use the scheduling mecha-
nism, that is to find a family of ordered pairs
(Sj , tj) so that each set can be active succes-
sively. The resultant subsets Sj may be dis-
joint or non-disjoint depending on different al-
gorithms. In addition, instead of maximizing
the total network lifetime, some work focused on
finding a subset Sj with a minimum size.

The authors in [17] modeled the area cover-
age problem as the maximum number of dis-
joint sets problem. First, divide a given inter-
est region (an area A) into a set of fields. Af-
ter the fields are recognized, an heuristic called
Most Constrained-Minimally Constraining Cov-
ering computes the maximum number of disjoint
sets such that each set can completely monitors
all fields. Since these sets are disjoint, the more
disjoint sets, the longer network lifetime. These
disjoint sets are constructed successively. The
basic idea of this heuristic is to minimize the
coverage of sparsely covered fields within one set
cover. To do so, a critical element need to be
identified.

Definition 11 Critical Element: A critical
element is a field covered by a minimal number
of sensors.

After identifying the critical element, a cover set
is constructed by selecting sensors that cover the
critical element by following priority:

1. cover a high number of uncovered fields

2. cover sparsely covered fields
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3. do not cover fields redundantly

The time complexity of this heuristic is O(n2).
Also, in this study, the authors assumed that the
of all sensors is are equal, i.e., bi = b. After con-
structing all disjoint dominating sets, each set is
active for b unit time successively.

Using a similar approach, finding a maximum
number of disjoint set, Cardei et al. proposed
another algorithm for the area coverage prob-
lem. The authors modeled the coverage problem
as the maximum number of disjoint dominating
sets in an undirected graph G = (V, E) where V
is a set of sensors and E is a set of edges such
that uv ∈ E if and only if u and v are each within
other’s sensing range. The authors proved that
the maximum number of disjoint dominating sets
is NP-complete. A graph-coloring mechanism
was proposed to compute the maximum number
of disjoint dominating sets. This approximation
algorithm has two phases. At the first phase, all
vertices are colored using the sequential color-
ing algorithm, i.e., coloring vertices one by one
using a least possible color not appearing in its
neighbors. At the second phase, after coloring
all vertices, an O(n3) heuristic is employed to
construct the disjoint dominating sets. However,
note that the dominating set does not guarantee
the complete coverage. This is a tradeoff to pro-
long network lifetime. A simulation results show
that the number of sets obtained from [18] is 1.5
to 2 times more than that of [17].

Later, Cardei and Du [16] proposed another
method to efficiently compute the maximum
number of disjoint set covers where each set com-
pletely covers all the targets. Here, the authors
used the target model to study the coverage
problem. The maximum number of disjoint set
covers problem was reduced to a maximum flow
problem, which is then formulated as a mixed in-
teger programming. The simulation results show
that the number of sets obtained from [16] is
slightly better than that of [17].

The above algorithms focus on finding a max-
imum number of disjoint sets. However, the au-
thors in [13] and [15] independently found that
organizing sensors into a maximum number of
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Figure 3: An Example for non-disjoint Sets

non-disjoint set covers may obtain a longer net-
work lifetime. For example, in Figure 3, the
network consists of 3 sensors s1, s2, and s3 that
cover 3 targets q1, q2, and q3. Target q1 is cov-
ered by sensors s1 and s2. Target q2 is cov-
ered by sensors s2 and s3. Target q3 is cov-
ered by sensors s3 and s1. Let us assume that
b1 = b2 = b3 = 1, if we organize sensors into dis-
joint set covers, i.e., S1 = {s1, s2}, the network
lifetime is 1 unit time. If we organize sensors into
non-disjoint set covers, i.e., S1 = {s1, s2}, S2 =
{s2, s3}, S3 = {s1, s3}, where each set is active
for 0.5 unit time, then the network lifetime is
1.5 unit time. Based on this observation, the
authors in [13] and [15] proposed two different
algorithms using the Linear Programming tech-
niques. The main approach is to find a family of
ordered pairs (Sj , tj) so that the total lifetime is
maximum. Each set Sj completely covers all the
targets. And the sensor si appears in all Sj sets
at most bi unit time.

In [13], Berman et al. introduced a new ap-
proach for the area coverage problem using a
packing Linear Programming technique. In this
approach, again, sensors are divided into non-
disjoint sets. First, all fields of the given area
are identified using the planar graph approach as
mentioned in the previous section. Let p denote
the number of set covers, the authors formulated
this coverage problem as follows:

maximize
∑p

j=1 tj
subject to

∑p
j=1 Cijtj ≤ bi

where Cij = 1 iff si ∈ Sj

Cik = 0 otherwise

Here, Cij is a matrix with rows i = 1...n repre-
senting each sensor and columns j = 1...p repre-
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senting each set cover.
Based on the (1 + ε)-approximation Garg-

Konemann algorithm [7], the authors in [13] pro-
posed an approximation algorithm to solve the
above formulation, that is, to find the value Cij

and tj so that
∑p

j=1 tj is maximum. The authors
also proved that the performance ratio of their
proposal is within a factor of (1 + ε)(1 + l lnn)
for any ε > 0.

The authors in [15] proposed another model
called Maximal Set Covers (MSC) to solve the
target coverage problem. This problem is for-
mulated as follows:

maximize
∑p

j=1 tj
subject to

∑p
j=1 xijtj ≤ 1 ∀i∑
i∈Ck

xij ≥ 1 ∀k, j

where xij = 0, 1 (xij = 1 iff si ∈ Sj)

Here, Ck denote a set of all sensors that can cover
a target qk. Note that the authors in [15] as-
sumed that bi = 1 for all sensors. The above for-
mulation is next relaxed to an Linear Program-
ming (LP). The authors proposed an heuristic to
solve this formulation. Since the running time is
O(n3) to solve the LP if using Ye’s algorithm [8],
the time complexity for the LP based algorithm
in [15] is O(p3n3), which is quite high. For the
practical reasons, the authors in [15] also pro-
posed another heuristic to find a family of or-
dered pairs (Sj , tj). This heuristic constructs the
set covers recursively. For each set cover, the
heuristic identifies a critical target, i.e., the
target most sparsely covered, both in terms of
number of sensors as well as with regard to the
residual energy of those sensors. After selecting
the critical target, the heuristic selects the sen-
sors with greatest contribution with respect to
the critical target. The contribution can be mea-
sured by the number of uncovered targets that
sensor can cover and the remaining energy of
that sensor. The time complexity of this heuris-
tic is O(dm2n) where m is the number of targets
and d is the number of sensors that covers the
most sparsely covered targets. The simulation
results show that the second heuristic runs much
faster than the first heuristic which is a LP based
algorithm.

All of these algorithms are centralized, which
is impossible from the practical point of view.
Thus we next present the distributed and local-
ized algorithms.

3.3 Distributed and Localized Algo-
rithms

In large-scale distributed systems, it is almost
impossible to use the centralized algorithms. In-
stead, the nodes should do all the calculation
and obtain the information locally and quickly.
The distributed and localized algorithms satisfy
this need. In distributed algorithms, the decision
process is decentralized. In the distributed and
localized algorithms, the decision process is not
only distributed but also requires only a constant
number of communication rounds.

Tian and Georganas in [19] proposed a dis-
tributed and localized algorithm to solve the
area coverage problem, called Node Scheduling
Scheme Based On Eligibly rule (SBO). In the
SBO rule, the operation is divided into rounds
such that at each round, the sensors decide their
own status, i.e., whether to sleep or be active. At
each round, the active sensors are active to cover
the given area where all the other sensors are in
the sleep mode. This operation repeatedly runs
for next round. The main question needed to
address here is that what rule the sensors should
follow to determine their status. The authors
proposed the Coverage-based Off-duty Eligibil-
ity rule (CBO) to address this question. In the
CBO rule, a sensor decides to turn it off when its
sensing area is covered by its neighbors, called
sponsors. To avoid blind point, which may
happen when two or more neighboring sensors
expect each other’s sponsoring, a Backoff-based
scheme was also introduced in [19]. This scheme
lets each sensor delay the decision process with
a random period of time. To obtain neighboring
information, each sensor broadcasts a position
advertisement message containing node ID and
node location at the beginning of each round.
One important factor needed to address here is
what synchronization mechanism is used. How-
ever, the authors did not discuss about this prob-
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lem. There is no proof on the performance ratio
of this algorithm either.

Focusing on distributed and localized solu-
tions, Thai et al. proposed two O(log n)-
approximation distributed and localized algo-
rithms for the target coverage problem [14]. The
proposals organize sensors into non-disjoint set
covers such that each set completely covers all
the targets. Also, for each set cover Sj , the al-
gorithms determine its active time tj . In partic-
ular, the authors first reduce the target coverage
problem to the domatic number problem in di-
rected graphs. The domatic number is defined
as the maximum number of disjoint dominating
sets in a given graph. To reduce the target cov-
erage problem to the domatic number problem,
the authors proposed a distributed and localized
algorithm to construct a directed graph G′ from
a given graph G. Graph G = (X, Y ;E) represent
a coverage relationship between sensors and tar-
gets. X is a set of sensors, Y is a set of targets
and E is a set of directed edges from X to Y .
If uv ∈ E, then sensor u is able to cover target
v. The directed graph G′ holds this property: A
set S is a dominating set of G′ if and only if S
completely covers all the targets in G.

After constructing the directed graph G′, the
target coverage problem on G is now equivalent
to the maximum number of disjoint dominating
sets (MDS) on G′ . Note that although the so-
lution of the MDS problem of G′ is disjoint, the
corresponding cover sets of G are not necessary
to be disjoint. To solve the MDS problem, Thai
et al. proposed two distributed and localized al-
gorithms, one for the uniform case and another
for the general case. The uniform case is that
the active time bi of each sensor in G′ are equal
where the general case is otherwise. In both so-
lutions, the authors used the coloring method.
The authors proved that (δ−+1)(1−o(1))

ln n ≤ D(G′)
where D(G′) denotes the domatic number of G′

and δ− denote the minimum in-degree of G′.
o(1) goes to 0 as n goes to ∞. Based on this
proof, the authors argued that if a node is ran-
domly and independently assigned a color in a
certain range, we can obtain a number of domi-

nating sets within a factor of O(log n). Thus in
their algorithms, each node randomly chooses a

color c ∈ [1, ..., δ
′−(v)+1
3 ln n) ]. After randomly choos-

ing their own colors, all the nodes that have the
same color, i.e., in the same color class, are ac-
tive for b′ unit time (in the uniform case where
bi = b′ for all nodes in G′). The active time can
be decided locally as follows. Assume that the
node v chooses the color cv, then node v can be
active from b′ · (cv − 1) to b′ · cv. The authors
in [14] also proved that their algorithms have a
performance ratio within a factor of O(log n).

4 k-Coverage

In this section, we discuss the recent proposals
on k-Coverage problem. As mentioned in section
2, the objective of this problem is to find a family
of ordered pairs (Sj , tj) such that the total time
tj is maximum and each target can be monitored
by at least k distinct sensors in each set Sj . Not
many work in recent research literature have ad-
dressed this problem.

The work in [15] can be extended to solve this
problem. Recall that the authors in [15] formu-
lated the target coverage problem as follows:

maximize
∑p

j=1 tj
subject to

∑p
j=1 xijtj ≤ 1 ∀i∑
i∈Ck

xij ≥ 1 ∀k, j

where xij = 0, 1 (xij = 1 iff si ∈ Sj)

Note that the constraint
∑

i∈Ck
xij ≥ 1 is to

guarantee that each target is monitored by at
least one sensor. If we change 1 to k, that is,∑

i∈Ck
xij ≥ k, then we have each target being

monitored by at least k distinct sensors. Hence,
using the same algorithms proposed in [15], the
k-Coverage problem can be solved.

In [21], the authors showed an important ob-
servation. First, let us introduce a necessary def-
inition.

Definition 12 Intersection Point: Given a
coverage region A, a point q is called an inter-
section point if:
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1. If q ∈ A, q is an intersection point of the
sensing cycles of any two sensors u and v

2. If q is on A’s boundary, q is an intersection
point of sensor v and A if |pv| = rv

Recall that rv is the sensing range of sensor v.
Wang et al. [21] proved the following theorem:

Theorem 2 Given a convex region A and a set
of sensors S, A is k-covered if 1) A contains
intersection points and 2) all intersection points
are k-covered.

Based on this theorem, the authors in [21] pro-
posed an algorithm called Coverage Configura-
tion Protocol (CCP) for the k-coverage prob-
lem. Here, the authors defined the problem
slightly different to our definition. Instead of
global lifetime optimization, the authors tried
to find a maximum number of sensors that can
be off. This is a local optimization. CPP is a
distributed and localized algorithm. This algo-
rithm can dynamically configure the network to
provide different coverage degrees k requested by
applications without incurring high communica-
tion overhead. From the above theorem, a sensor
can turn off if all the intersection points inside
its sensing circle are at least k-covered. Thus
the central part of the CPP is to determine the
coverage of all intersection points in the same
region. To find all the intersection points, each
sensor maintains a table with neighbors infor-
mation: location and status. Each sensor also
periodically broadcasts a HELLO message with
its current location and status so the neighbors
can update their tables. All sensors start in the
SLEEP state for a random time. When a sensor
wakes up, it enters into a LISTEN mode. Here,
the coverage degrees of all intersection points are
calculated to determine the sensor’s status: to be
ACTIVE or go back to SLEEP. When a sensor is
ACTIVE, every time it receives a HELLO mes-
sage, it will re-evaluate the coverage eligibility.

5 Connected Coverage and
Connected k-Coverage

One simple yet important theorem about the
relationship between coverage and connectivity
was addressed by Zhang and Hou [11] as follows:

Theorem 3 When the number of sensors in any
finite area is finite, a necessary and sufficient
condition for the complete coverage of a convex
region to imply connectivity is R ≥ 2r.

Recall that R is a communication range and r is
a sensing range of a sensor. This theorem indi-
cates that all the above algorithms on the area
coverage problem are also a solution for the con-
nected coverage problem.

In [11], Zhang and Hou further discussed the
case R ≥ r and proposed a distributed and lo-
calized algorithm called Optimal Geographical
Density Control (OGDC). Similar to [21], the
authors in [11] presented an interesting fact. An
area is completely covered if there are at least
two sensing ranges that intersect and all inter-
section points are covered. The algorithm runs
in rounds, and at each round, the sensors can
decide in status, i.e., ON and OFF, based on
the following scheme. Initially, all sensors are in
the UNDECIDED states. A set of one or more
starting sensors are selected as working sensors.
A starting sensor broadcasts a power-on message
as well as changes its state to ON. When a sensor
receives a power-on message, it checks whether
its neighbors cover its sensing area. If yes, it
changes its state to OFF. At the end of each
round, all UNDECIDED sensors will change to
either ON or OFF state.

Wang et al. in [21] generalized the above the-
orem to address the communication and connec-
tivity relationship on the k-coverage problem.

Theorem 4 Given a convex region A, a set of
sensors that k-covers A forms a k-connected com-
munication graph if R ≥ 2r.

A k-connected graph is a graph such that re-
moving any k − 1 vertices still results in a con-
nected graph. This theorem indicates that all

9



the proposals on k-coverage problem are also the
solutions for the connected k-coverage problem
when R ≥ 2r. When R < 2r, Wang et al. pro-
posed an algorithm which is an integration of
the CCP protocol (mentioned in the previous
section) and SPAN [27]. This integration pro-
vides a 1-connected k-coverage network. SPAN
is a distributed algorithm that conserves energy
by putting the unnecessary sensors into a sleep
mode while maintaining connectivity. This char-
acteristic of this protocol results in a 1-connected
for the integration protocol. The integration pro-
tocol is similar to CPP, except the eligibility rule,
which is updated as follows: 1) A sensor is ac-
tive if it satisfies both the eligibility rules of CPP
and SPAN, 2)A sensor goes to the sleep mode if
it satisfies neither the CPP eligibility rule nor
the SPAN eligibility rule.

In [22], Zhou et al. proposed a greedy al-
gorithm for the connected k-coverage problem.
This greedy algorithm is centralized with an
approximation ratio within a factor of O(lg n).
They also proposed a distributed version of this
greedy algorithm. In their work, instead of focus-
ing on the global optimization, they addressed
the local optimization, that is to find a connected
k-cover of smallest size. To find this set, at each
iteration, a set of sensors S is added to a current
chosen set M based on these criteria: 1) A set S
forms a communication path to a sensor sl ∈ M ,
2) S has a most k-benefit, i.e., covers the most
uncovered fields.

All of these work on connected coverage prob-
lem focus on the area coverage. No work has
addressed this problem on the target coverage
yet and we expect to see more research in this
specific area.

6 Minimum Coverage Breach

Although prolonging network lifetime for the
coverage problem in wireless sensor networks
has been studied extensively, there is not much
research on the consideration of transmission
bandwidth constraints when organizing sensors
into set covers. The first work that introduced

this problem is [9]. Cheng et al. in [9] mod-
eled the Minimum Breach Problem as an Integer
Programming in which sensors are organized into
disjoint set covers where the size of each set is
less than or equal to W and the overall breach
is minimized. The number of these sets is set to
n
W where n is the number of sensors. In case n
is not divisible by W , ceiling or floor are used.
The authors formulated this problem as follows:

minimize
∑p

j=1

∑m
k=1(1− yjk)

subject to
∑p

j=1 xij = 1 ∀i∑n
i=1 aijxij ≥ yjk ∀j, k∑n
i=1 xij = W ∀j

where xij = 0, 1 (xij = 1 iff si ∈ Sj)
yjk = 0, 1 (yjk = 1 iff Sj covers target qk)

The authors then presented two centralized
heuristics called RELAXATION and MIN-
BREACH. The RELAXATION is a linear pro-
gramming based algorithm. Since the running
time of the LP is O(n3), Cheng et al. intro-
duced the second heuristic called MINBREACH
to avoid solving the LP. The second heuristic is
based on the matrix techniques and operations.
Note that the disjoint constraint is not neces-
sary to obtain a maximum network lifetime nor
to obtain a minimum coverage breach.

In [10], Thai et al. proposed two centralized
algorithms for the Minimum Coverage Breach.
The main approach is to organize sensors into
a number of non-disjoint set covers. The first
algorithm is to find a family of ordered pairs
(Sj , tj) to maximize network lifetime while mak-
ing sure that the number of sensors in each set
cover Sj is less than or equal to W and no cov-
erage breach is allowed. In other words, each
set Sj completely covers all targets. This algo-
rithm is an extended version of the algorithm
proposed in [15] by adding one more constraint
(
∑n

i=1 xij ≤ W ) into the LP formulation:

maximize
∑p

j=1 tj
subject to

∑p
j=1 xijtj ≤ 1 ∀i∑
i∈Ck

xij ≥ 1 ∀k, j∑n
i=1 xij ≤ W ∀j

where xij = 0, 1 (xij = 1 iff si ∈ Sj)
0 ≤ tj ≤ 1
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The second algorithm allows coverage breach oc-
curred. The objectives of this algorithm are to
maximize network lifetime as well as to minimize
the coverage breach. The authors in [10] formu-
lated this joint optimization problem as follows:

minimize
∑p

j=1

∑m
k=1(tj − tj · yjk)

subject to
∑p

j=1 xijtj ≤ 1 ∀i∑
i∈Ck

xij ≥ yjk ∀k, j∑n
i=1 xij ≤ W ∀j

where xij = 0, 1 (xij = 1 iff si ∈ Sj)
yjk = 0, 1 (yjk = 1 iff Sj covers qk)
0 ≤ tj ≤ 1

Using the relaxation technique, the authors
transformed this formulation to the linear pro-
gramming. The authors then proposed an ap-
proximation algorithm to find a number of sets
Sj and their active time tj . By allowing sensors
to be divided into non-disjoint sets, the results
obtained from this algorithm is about 45% less
than that in [9].

7 Discussion and Outlooks

In this paper, we present the recent proposals
in research literature on the coverage problem.
The main objective of the coverage problem is
to maximize network lifetime due to the power
scarcity. Most of the proposals use the schedul-
ing mechanism, that is to organize sensor into a
number of subset such that each set completely
covers an interest region. These sets can be
active successively to prolong network lifetime.
When one set is active to do the sensing task,
the other sets are in the sleep mode.

Besides the objective of maximizing network
lifetime, many work also considered other net-
work constraints, such as connectivity, band-
width constraints, and fault tolerance. One im-
portant observation is that if the communication
range is at least twice the sensing range, the com-
plete coverage of a convex region implies the con-
nectivity.

There is another type of the general coverage
problem called barrier coverage which is not in
the scope of this paper. In this problem, the

objective is to minimize the probability of un-
detected penetration through the barrier. The
maximal breach path and the maximal support
path model was introduced by Meguerdichian et
al. [23]. Another model, called exposure-based
model, was also introduced by Meguerdichian et
al. [24]. Readers who are interested in this topic
can refer to these papers [23]-[26].

Although there are many work on the cover-
age problem, there are still many unaddressed
challenges. Most of proposals are centralized al-
gorithms which are not practical. Even though
they are centralized, most of the authors can-
not prove the approximation ratio of their algo-
rithms. In addition, from the practical point of
view, more distributed and localized algorithms
need to study. A few localized algorithms have
been proposed but due to the nature of the pro-
posals, it is hard to prove their performance ra-
tio.

The relationship between coverage and con-
nectivity is true for a convex area, but not nec-
essary true for a set of targets. None of these
work has studied this relationship in the target
coverage yet. Hence more work on the connected
target coverage problem need to be done.
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